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“..It is a great opportunity 
to get access to the long 
term Investors' investment 
book with a research 
capsule, buy/hold/sell real 
time guidance,  and get a 
return of 20%-60% in  
6-12 months - this is the
unique offer Surrogate
Investor brings ”
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Relevance of  ideas of Benjamin Graham in Today's market  

Digitian View!
In the last newsletter we discussed that 
volatility will be high in 2022 especially 
in USA. It is seen in February 2022 
(refer to the side Table). As we know 
USA linkage creates volatility in other 
world markets as well depending upon 
their global linkage. This is now further 
aggravated by Russia-Ukrain War.  
Our estimation is that for time being the 
market will move sideways. However, with 
the end of the war there will be bullish 
sentiment back in the market - whether it 
can sustain that needs to be seen.  We still 
hold our views stock market indices in 
USA will be impacted by 5-10%. 
Given the current market situation it is 
always advisable to remain in defensive 
stock or in stock which you are certain 
about its value.  So in the next couple 
of issues, I will concentrate on 
reviewing the philosophies of successful 
investors and their relevance in today's 
market.
The most pioneering investor was 
Benjamin Graham, guru of Warren Buffet

In 1934 along with Professor Dodd he 
wrote his first book “Security 
Analyses”. He started propagating 
Value Investing.  Graham knew 
predicting the future is nearly 
impossible so he favored protection 
from future negative events in order 
to reduce risk.  He introduced the 
concept of  Intrinsic Value – which 
refers to the true value of the 
underlying business and is different 
from market price of the stock. Value 
Investing refers to investment in 
stocks at a price lower than its 
intrinsic value and hold it on to the 
same till it achieves and supersedes its 
intrinsic value.  Determination of true 
intrinsic value also paved the way for 
Fundamental analysis of stocks 
instead of speculation. Graham 
formula is as under :
V={EPSX(8.5+2g) X 4.4%} /{Y} where
V = intrinsic value; EPS = trailing 12-mth 
EPS; 8.5 = P/E ratio of a zero-growth stock;   
g = long-term growth rate of the company; 
4.4% = Average top-rated Bond yield  in 1962

In this kind of market, Volatility 
Index will  be at the highest levels 
which will create unprecedented 
volatility in stock upto 20% both ways 
during a day.

2. expectation;
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In agriculture trade, China agreed to 
reduce non-tariff barriers that inhibit 
U.S. exports of beef, poultry, dairy, 
and other agricultural products. One 
example is sanitary and phyto sanitary 
measures. While these regulations 
intend to protect consumers from 
diseases and contaminants in food, 
they are akin to trade barriers if they 
are too restrictive. Farmers and 
Agriculture Sector will be benefited

. 

into normal life.  In our corona virussometimes it is working and most of the times 

 2  Happy Investing!!  

Y = Current AAA rated Corporate Bond Yield

Thus it can be seen there are hard coded 
figures which were relevant for for 
1930-1970s but not now. If you suitably 
replace  the 8.5 and 4.4% by Industry 
specific data of today you can still get 
the Graham's Intrinsic value of the 
stock and can easily compare with 
market Value - and determine if it is 
overvalued or undervalued.

Principle 1 : Invest in Financial Assets   
with a margin of safety.

Margin of safety refers to the basic idea  
that investors should seek out some 
margin of error that they can use to 
protect themselves from unforeseen 
unfortunate events. The best way to do 
this is to look for multiple margins of 
safety when purchasing a stock. These 
are :
•   A large dividend yield above bond 
•  the amount of debt the company holds 
    in relation to its equity.
•  Amount of Free Cash flow generated 
    every year out of profit
•  Diversification of Portfolios

Principle 2 : Use Volatility to earn 
Profits or the concept of  Market Mean 
reversion 

Graham in his famous book “Intelligent 
Investor” in 1949  explained the parable 
of Mr Market - a metaphor for the 
mechanics of market prices. Mr. Market 
is an investor’s imaginary business 
partner who daily tries to either sell his 
shares to the investor or buy the shares 
from the investor. Mr. Market is often 
irrational and shows up at the investor’s 
door with different prices on different 
days depending on how optimistic or 
pessimistic his mood is. Of course, the 
investor is not obligated to accept any 
buy or sell offers. Graham points out 
that instead of relying on daily market 
sentiments which are run by investor’s 
emotions of greed and fear factor, the 
investor should run his own analysis of 

a stock’s worth  based on company’s 
reports of its operations and financial 
position to strengthen the judgment of 
the investor .  

According to Graham, the intelligent 
investor is one who sells to optimists 
and buys from pessimists. The 
investor should look out for 
opportunities to buy low and sell high 
due to price-value discrepancies that 
arise from economic depressions, 
market crashes, one-time events, 
temporary negative publicity, and 
human errors. If no such opportunity 
is present, the investor should ignore 
the market noise.

Benjamin Graham was well aware that 
reversion to the mean is a powerful 
force in the business world, just like it 
is in the natural world.

Mean reversion implies that over time 
results will tend towards some 
average.   In some years companies 
can earn more or less than other years 
but over time earnings typically revert  
to some average, or mean. Given the 
unpredictability of life, if a company 
suffers a couple of down years, 
chances are that future results will 
balance out and the company will 
return back to its mean level of 
profitability. So you need to be 
patient.

Principle 3 : An easy guidance 
through Graham Number 
The number is arrived at using a 
company's earnings and book value, 
both on a per-share basis. The 
Graham number is normalized by a 
factor of 22.5, to represent an 'ideal'   
P/E ratio of no more than 15x and a  
P/B of 1.5x. Today this could be used 
as a screener not more than that.

In a volatile market, Benjamin 
Graham is still relevant and certainly 
he offers a profound view on Value 
Investing.
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Be a millionaire Start Surrogate Investment  ? 

World First digital surrogate 
investor platform is now ready and for 
the first 6 months registration is FREE

Surrogate Investment refers to getting the 
benefits of Investment in stock like a 
professional without the pain of  tracking the 
stock, studying the market trend andthe 
time it takes to do the same. REAL TIME

Why it is a success:
• Skin in the game: the fund managers

picked up these shares and invested in
themselves  basis proprietary Research

• Time to market :They are keeping daily
watch on the stock/market behaviour and
that of the global trend

• Regular Profit booking : They make
profit and you make too in the short run

• Professional Expertise &
Performance Track: Fund managers
are super Qualified Professional
Experts with their Return CAGR varies
between 35%- 48% over last 10 years

What you have to do ?
• Have your trading account for full

control of your money
• Act fast when Buy and Sell advice is

given and make Huge Profit
• Only pay Back if you made money

Success returns :
Surrogate Investors are making
100%+ to 450% annualised
return from each trade

The chart shows that high 
inflation has less bearing on  the 

Stock market (S &P 500)  

a) S&P 500 continues to 
hitting the top of the 13 
year bull Channel since 
most of the sectors are 
showing growth due to 
inflation - inflation is 
mainly passed on to 
customer with a lag of a 
quarter or two.

b) After about 9 years of 
moderate inflation, the 
prices shot up; Secondly 
when the inflation is high 
producers price Index 
(PPI) is at the top  and 
when inflation is moderate 
PPI is at the bottom;
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VaLue inVesting
Debashish Neogi

on 12th ,everyday till 27th March  (14 
days self quarantine period ) I used to 
get 2 automated calls from the local 
authorities checking whether I am ok or 
not and if not ok what I am supposed to 
do .It didn’t end here ,police officer and 
a person from municipality came to 
check whether I am doing fine or not .I 
was stamped on my hand (like voter 
mark) so that other people are aware I 
am on home quarantine . 

Overall there has been few goof ups like 
migrant workers stranded etc but 
overall , India with limited resources till 
now have managed very well . 

India avoided lakhs of potential deaths 
in its collective fight. India's death rate 
per million is currently 1.4 compared to 
the global average at 35 & the US at 
228 as I write this article . We've also 
bought time to enhance medical 
infrastructure. 

Now its time ,we have to open the 
economy –We have to make a choice 
between “way of living now “ and 
“life” –a difficult  choice but we cannot 
keep the country under lockdown for 
long .

“ One of the key requirements
of staying invested in a big 
winner is to have (or cultivate) a 

high boredom threshold...since 
80% of stock move happens in 
less than 20% of the time ...the 
key  is to stay invested in the 
winner stock”

China +1 strategy which will 
only add to India’s benefit .  

If you are a fundamental investor, 
please allocate some money to the 
below themes for a long period of 
time –BUT invest .

get bored, and new shareholders 
enter. Just like a fine wine, 
sustainable multi-baggers of ten take 
their time to ascend and develop. If 
you’re invested in great businesses 
that continue to grow and earn more 
money, don’t let lulls in stock price 
and boredom scare you out of them.

"Successful long-term investors have 
the ability to disconnect the business 
from the stock price. It’s why it’s 
important to focus on being a great 
business analyst, not a stock analyst. 
Active patience is the hardest skill-
set to develop" -Ian Cassel

T

here is no one single path to God 
(for believer) or Nirvana (for non 
believer). Choose one which you are 
most comfortable and develop skill 
in that.  And for that very important 
to understand the epistemology of 
any style or method. 

I think in todays kind of euphoric 
market better to have a core 
portfolio (90% -one doesn’t churn 
much )which suits one’s style of 
investing and a small trading 
portfolio (may be 5-10%) where one 
trades basis strict rule.

*Know when to jump out*

Another interesting extract from one of 
my favorite all time favorite 
writer ,Morgan Housel  

Many investors have little tolerance for 
a bad year or a stretch of 
underperformance. They think it’s 
noble. “I demand excellence,” they’ll 
say. But it’s just unrealistic. The huge 
majority of them won’t survive. 
Compounding is fueled by endurance, 
so sitting through market insanity is not 
a defect; it’s accepting an optimal level 
of hassle.

Some of this money has found its way 
into stock markets all around the world, 
including India, driving stock prices way 
beyond what the earnings of companies 
justify. The foreign institutional investors 
invested a whopping $37.03 billion in 
Indian stocks in 2020-21, the highest they 
have ever invested. The next best being 
$25.83 billion in 2012-13.

This sent stock prices soaring with the 
Sensex, India’s most famous stock 
market index, gaining 68% in 2020-21. In 
fact,  the market capitalisation of all BSE 
listed stocks (not just the 30 Sensex 
stocks) went up by Rs 90.82 lakh crore in 
2020-21.

The poor do not buy stocks, the rich 
do. The rally in the stock market has 
benefited them tremendously, making 
them richer. 

Continued Page 5

 “The most successful investors I worked 
with, those who made the most money, all 
had one thing in common: the presence 
of a couple of big winners in their 
portfolios. Any approach that does not 
embrace the possibility of winning big is 
doomed.” – Lee Freeman-Shor

In this excerpt, Lee Freeman-Shor talks 
about one of the attributes of 
Connoisseurs investors .“One of the key 
requirements of staying invested in a big 
winner is to have (or cultivate) a high 
boredom threshold.

The fact is, most of us will find it difficult 
to emulate the Connoisseurs because we 
feel the need to do something when we 
get to the office or home trading desk 
every day. We look at stock price charts, 
listen to the latest market news on TV, 
and fool ourselves into believing we 
could add value from making a few small 
trades here and there. It is very hard to 
do nothing but focus on the same handful 
of companies every year; only 
researching new ideas on the side.

Many of us, seeing we have made a profit 
of 50% in one of our stocks, start actively 
looking for another company to invest 
the money into – instead of leaving it 
invested. This is precisely why lots of 
investors never become very successful.”

Every multi-bagger will have long 
periods (even years) of stagnation as 
fundamentals backfill, old 
shareholders

Stocks rarely perform in the time 
frames we predict, and it’s why the 
market only works for investors that 
have a long-term portfolio focus. 
Performance is never linear, up and to 
the right, year after year. You 
sometimes have to hold onto a position 
for a few years before it goes up 100% 
in few  months. 80% of stock move 
happens in less than 20% of the time !

 “I’m accustomed to hanging around 
with a stock when the price is going 
nowhere. Most of the money I make is in 
the third or fourth year that I’ve owned 
something.” – Peter Lynch

Sustainable multi-baggers have three 
characteristics: Long-term revenue 
and earnings growth with little to no 
dilution. When you are holding onto a 
position ask yourself – Is this business 
growing and making more money per 
share than it did a year ago, two years, 
three years ago? Yes, the stock hasn’t 
gone anywhere but the business is doing 
really well. I have no problem holding 
this stock. If the business wasn’t 
performing, I would sell.  Successful 
investors can differentiate business 
performance from stock performance 
and can take advantage of those 
investors who can’t. 

"I don’t want to spend my time trying to 
earn a lot of little profits. I want very, 
very big profits that I’m ready to wait 
for.” – Phil Fisher

The excerpts from the Article -
Do they have too much in equities? Is 
tech too large a weightage? Is this the 
year to make the shift from US assets to 
emerging markets (EMs)? Will investors 
in India be raising cash for the stream 
of upcoming initial public offerings? All 
are valid questions, and all need debate 
and discussion. 

A similar question that is on the mind of 
global investors is what to do with 
India? The markets have done 
surprisingly well over the last two 
years, rising over 45 per cent from 
January 2020 compared to a 35 per 
cent rise for the US and less than 20 per 
cent for EM equities as a whole."

The Indian markets are expensive, 
trading at over 22 times forward 
earnings and are at a steep 90 per cent 
premium to the broader EM universe. 
Most valuation ratios in India are 
higher than long-term averages. This 
out-performance is despite India still 
not having recovered fully, with year-
end 2021 gross domestic product (GDP) 
still about 5 per cent below the pre-
Covid trajectory, unlike the US and 
other large EM countries where the  

Choose your own style of investing 
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track record, but has one very big serious 
weakness - Draw-downs. Drawdowns 
beyond 40% also some times as markets 
usually are sideways in more than 50% 
of the time (So No trend).   Without 
leverage one cannot beat the market and 
with leverage one cannot avoid high 
drawdowns.   

Opposite of Trend traders are the mean 
reversion believers (Option writers), 
reverse problem to that of trend traders 
(9 months of low volatility and 3 months 
of volatility). 

ROI is a factor of rotation multiplied by 
profit margin in each trade, assuming 
someone trading weekly options (52 
rotation )makes 1% makes a clean ROI 
of 52% …In India long dated buy option 
premiums are always costly hence use 
that insight for selling  options which  is 
always profitable 80/90% of the time. 
Balance 10% manage the trade is best 
option! There are Pros and cons of each 
style or method, No holy grail.

Happy Investing

Success ratio goes up to 75-80% and is good 
enough as the gains will be substantially 
more than enough to cover the 20% failure. 
Win loss ratio (Gains per win to loss per 
failure) will be high, cannot lose more than 
100% of value invested in failure, upside can 
be  Bajaj Finance ,Tata Elxsi etc .  With 80% 
success rate and high win loss ratio  need not  
take leverage.  Thinking ability is critical and 
so is discipline; Laziness can be an advantage 
in some cases.  Here also draw-downs can be 
there, but since no leverage can bear it.  

 Even in Trading based on price movements 
& volatility - there are three broad areas - 
Technicals, Trend and Momentum. All 
three are different but clubbed under one 
heading usually momentum. Momentum has 
proven to be an only exception to the 
efficient market theory. There are 
Momentum schemes now based on that 
theory and studies, some variation globally 
and now in India.  

As far as trend is concerned, know of a very 
good trend trader -  Good CAGR and actual 

 From my experience of astrologers and 
Technical Analysts following is the 
summary:   

Both are games of probability, a particular 
pattern has a better chance of success (bull 
or bear), not 100%, Better probability not 
Higher probability, not guarantee.   Since it 
is a game of probability, conviction is 
always an issue, will never be there.  
Conviction (measured as success ratio) - 
does not go higher than 60-65% in Technical 
Analysis. Hence Stop Loss is a must. Hence 
bets cannot be higher, cannot loose more 
than 1% in a single trade if one has to 
survive. Also since success is only 60-65%, 
have to leverage, no other way to get better 
returns. Other wise will not beat 
INVESTMENTs. The need here is of 
discipline and mental strength -  takes trades, 
execute stop losses. Hence dead traders or 
educated traders.  

In INVESTMENTs the conviction is 
supposed to be higher (but still cannot be 
100%). 
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DIGITIANS are those who born in or after the 
year 2000 and will be a dominant force through 
2075. They are completely different in usage of 
their left brain and motor nerves. They are 
different from the Millennials in behaviour, 
thinking and action.

The world is changing superfast – media, 

 How to inVest in 
Digitian capitaL 

Presently DIGITIAN  is raising money from Equity Investor in various classes 
(A, B and C) depending upon investment amount. This is a Unique opportunity to 
select a Zero Tax destination to Invest money especially for Diasporas. If you 
need to know about Investment opportunities, Please write to us for more details 
at info@mydigitian.com

  Unique Access to Frontier & 
Emerging Markets

  Value Stock Pick 
  Online Investment Platform

  Cheaper Cost
  Multi-bagger return
  Open & Transparent Upside 

Sharing

DiscLaimer

info@mydigitian.com 

Standard Chartered Tower 

Level 5  Emaar Square 

Down Town, Burj Khalifa 

PO Box : 35482 

Dubai UAE

Visit our website :

• Market Vision

Indian Budget 2020 special

• WORLD 2020 and
INDIA 2020 (Click here)

We are looking for Virtual 
Analyst. 

Apply at  
Career@mydigitian.com

mydigitian.com

Contacts us :

DIGITIAN Capital is the trade mark of the DIGITIAN Investment Inc, A RAK ICC Company7

communications, banking, currencies, education, 
retail channels, health & medicines, travel and tourism, consulting, 
manufacturing, agriculture, – every sectors facing disruptive innovations; 
Nano technology, internet of things, artificial intelligence and robotics will 
be overwhelmingly embedded. In this age, model disruption, extinction, 
miniaturisation, real time delivery, speed and virtualisation are neo normals.

We make you ready for them

Disclaimer: This communication is issued by DIGITIAN Investment Inc (DIgitian Capital) on a strictly confidential basis. Digitian Capital is not a regulated entity. This document must not be regarded 
as independent research and has been prepared by Digitian Capital for information purposes only. Digitian Capital and its directors, employees, agents and consultants shall have no liability for any 
statements, opinions, information or matters arising out of, contained in or derived from, or any omissions from, this information package. All recipients of this information should make their own 
independent evaluations, should conduct their own investigation and analysis and should check the accuracy, reliability and completeness of the information. Investments discussed in this publication 
may not be suitable for all investors. Advice should be sought from a professional and authorized financial adviser regarding any investment products discussed in this publication before investments 
are made. Where this information package summarizes the provisions of any other documents, that summary should not be relied upon and the relevant documentation must be referred to for its 
full effect. This document is not directed to, nor intended for distribution or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where the publication or availability of this document or such 
distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation, including the USA.  The  News letter is published  from  RAK, UAE

http://www.mydigitian.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Newsletter-Dec-19-compressed.pdf
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